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The summary below consists of potentially significant findings. These 
findings can be a safety hazard, a deficiency requiring a major expense 
to correct, or items I would like to draw extra attention to. The 
summary is not a complete listing of all the findings in the report and 
reflects the opinion of the inspector. Please review all pages of the 
report as the summary alone does not explain all of the issues. All 
repairs should be done by a licensed & bonded tradesman or a 
qualified professional. I recommend obtaining a copy of all receipts, 
warranties and permits for the work done. 
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Report Summary

 

Report Summary

DEFECTS
WINDOWS
Page 31 Item: 2 Window Condition 2.2. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed a

window that was missing. At this stage of construction this is
generally not an issue. Recommend installing window or
some weather protection before installing inside finishes, e.g.
insulation, drywall and trim.

Definition
Generally, any material that slows down or retards the flow or transfer of heat. Building insulation types are classified according to form as loose-fill, flexible, rigid, reflective, and foamed-in-place. All types are rated according to their ability to resist heat flow, known as R-value. In electrical contracting, rubber, thermoplastic, or asbestos wire covering. The thickness of insulation varies with wire size and type of material, application or other code limitations.

Definition
A gypsum-board material used for interior walls and ceilings.

Definition
(1) Interior trim: The finish materials inside a building, such as moldings applied around openings (window trim, door trim), and at the floors and ceilings of rooms (baseboard, cornice, and other moldings). Also, the physical work of installing interior doors and interior woodwork, to include all handrails, guardrails, stairway balustrades, mantles, light boxes, baseboards, door casings, cabinets, countertops, shelves, windowsills, aprons, etc. (2) Plumbing/Heating/Electrical trim: The work that the mechanical contractors perform to finish their work when the home is nearing completion and occupancy. (3) Exterior trim: The finish materials on the exterior of a building, such as moldings applied around openings (window trim, exterior door trim), siding, attic vents, crawlspace vents, shutters, etc. Also, the physical work of installing these materials.
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REPORT LIMITATIONS
 
 
This report is intended only as a general guide to help the client make his own evaluation of the overall condition of
the property, and is not intended to reflect the value of the premises, nor make any representation as to the
advisability of purchase. The report expresses the personal opinions of the inspector, based upon his visual
impressions of the conditions that existed at the time and date of the inspection only. The inspection and report
are not intended to be technically exhaustive, or to imply that every component was inspected, or that every
possible defect was discovered. No disassembly of equipment, opening of walls, moving of furniture, appliances or
stored items, or excavation was performed. All components and conditions which by the nature of their location
are concealed, camouflaged or difficult to inspect are excluded from the report. The inspection is performed in
compliance with the current version of the International Residential Standards of Practice (InterNACHI), a copy of
which is available at the following website: www.nachi.org.
 
Systems and conditions which are not within the scope of the inspection include, but are not limited to:
formaldehyde, lead paint, asbestos, mold or methamphetamine contamination, toxic or flammable materials, and
other environmental hazards; pest infestation, playground equipment, efficiency measurement of insulation or
heating and cooling equipment, internal or underground drainage or plumbing, any systems which are shut down
or otherwise secured; water wells (water quality and quantity) zoning ordinances; intercoms; security systems; heat
sensors; cosmetics or building code conformity. Any general comments about these systems and conditions are
informational only and do not represent an inspection.
 
The inspection report should not be construed as a compliance inspection of any governmental or non
governmental codes or regulations. The report is not intended to be a warranty or guarantee of the present or
future adequacy or performance of the structure, its systems, or their component parts. This report does not
constitute any express or implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for use regarding the condition of the
property and it should not be relied upon as such. Any opinions expressed regarding adequacy, capacity, or
expected life of components are general estimates based on information about similar components and occasional
wide variations are to be expected between such estimates and actual experience.
 
We certify that our inspectors have no interest, present or contemplated, in this property or its improvement and
no involvement with trades people or benefits derived from any sales or improvements. To the best of our
knowledge and belief, all statements and information in this report are true and correct.
 
An earnest effort was made on your behalf to discover all visible defects, however, in the event of an oversight,
maximum liability must be limited to the fee paid. Should any disagreement or dispute arise as a result of this
inspection or report, it shall be decided by arbitration and shall be submitted for binding, non-appealable
arbitration to the American Arbitration Association in accordance with its Construction Industry Arbitration Rules
then obtaining, unless the parties mutually agree otherwise. In the event of a claim, the Client will allow the
Inspection Company to inspect the claim prior to any repairs or waive the right to make the claim. Client agrees not
to disturb or repair or have repaired anything which may constitute evidence relating to the complaint, except in
the case of an emergency.
 

http://www.nachi.org
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  INSPECTION  and SITE DETAILS
 

1. Inspection Time
1.1. The Inspection started at approximately 8:00am.

1.2. The Inspection ended at approximately 9:00am.

2. Weather Conditions
2.1. During the inspection the weather was clear.

2.2. The temperature at the inspection was approximately 75F degrees.

3. Year of Original Construction
3.1. The home appeared to have been built in 2022.

4. Home Footprint Size
4.1. The size of the home was approximately 2800 square feet.

5. Ground/Surface soil Condition
5.1. At the inspection, the ground was dry.
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  EXTERIOR VIEWS
 

1. Front and Right

2. Rear and Right
2.1. The photo shows the rear and right sides of the home.

3. Rear and Left
3.1. The photo shows the Rear and Left sides of the home.
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4. Front and Left
4.1. The photo shows the front and left sides of the home.

5. Front
5.1. The photo show the front of the home.
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  ROOF STRUCTURE EXTERIOR
 
Although not required to, we generally attempt to evaluate various roof types by walking on
their surfaces; certain roofing materials are prone to damage if walked on; for this reason
we indicate the method used to evaluate the roof surface. Every roof will wear differently
relative to its age, number of layers, quality of material, method of application, exposure to
weather conditions, and the regularity of its maintenance. We can only offer an opinion of
the general quality and condition of the roofing material.
 
 
The inspector cannot and does not offer an opinion or warranty as to whether the roof
leaks or may be subject to future leakage. The waterproof membrane beneath roofing
materials is generally concealed and cannot be examined without removing the roof
material. Although roof condition can be evaluated, it is virtually impossible for anyone
to detect a leak except as it is occurring or by specific water tests, which are beyond the
scope of our service. Even water stains on ceilings or on framing within attics will not
necessarily confirm an active leak without some corroborative evidence, and such
evidence can be deliberately concealed. We evaluate every roof conscientiously, and
may attempt to approximate its age, but we cannot predict its remaining life
expectancy, or guarantee that it will not leak. Naturally, the sellers or the occupants of
a residence will generally have the most intimate knowledge of the roof and of its
history. Therefore, we recommend that you ask the sellers about it, and that you either
include comprehensive roof coverage in your home insurance policy, or that you obtain
a roof certification from an established local roofing company. We do not inspect
attached accessories including by not limited to solar systems, antennae, and lightning
arrestors.
1. Roof Covering

The roof was covered with laminated fiberglass asphalt shingles, also called
"architectural" or dimensional" shingles. Laminated shingles are composed of
multiple layers bonded together. Fiberglass shingles are composed of a
fiberglass mat embedded in asphalt and covered with ceramic-coated
mineral granules. Shingles with multiple layers bonded together are usually
more durable than shingles composed of a single layer. The typical life
expectancy of a roof of this type nationwide is 20 -30 years, however in
Florida's humid subtropical climate you can expect 5 - 7 years less.

2. Method of Inspection
2.1. The Inspector observed the roof from the ground, from the roof surface
and from a ladder resting against the roof edge.

3. Configuration
3.1. The home has a combination of gable and hip roofs.

Definition
The traditional organic mat-based shingles are made from a recycled layer of felt paper, asphalt-saturated for waterproofing, and coated with adhesive asphalt into which the ceramic granules are embedded. With 40 percent more asphalt than their fiberglass counterparts, 
the traditional organic mat-based shingles are heavier, thicker and more costly. While organic shingles are considered more rugged and more flexible, they are also more absorbent and can warp over time. The additional asphalt content also makes them less environmentally friendly.

Definition
A roof covering made of asphalt, wood, tile, slate, or other material cut to stock lengths, widths and thicknesses, and laid and attached in a series of overlapping rows as a roof covering on pitched roofs.

Definition
Shingles that have added dimensionality because of extra layers or tabs, giving them a shake-like appearance. Also called architectural shingles and three-dimensional shingles.

Definition
Are made of a woven fiberglass base mat, covered with a waterproof asphalt coating, and topped with ceramic granules that shield the product from harmful UV rays. Because of the composition of the fiberglass mat, less asphalt is needed to give the shingles their durability and strength. The result is a lighter weight and thinner roofing material. Fiberglass shingles also have a higher fire rating than organic varieties and generally carry a longer warranty.
Fiberglass shingles were developed in the 1980s, but have quickly become the roofing material of choice for most homeowners and contractors today.


Definition
An asphalt roofing base material manufactured from glass fibers.

Definition
A dark brown to black, highly viscous hydrocarbon produced from the residue left after the distillation of petroleum. Asphalt is used on roofs and highways as a waterproofing agent.

Definition
Mineral particles of a graded size that are embedded in the asphalt coating of shingles and roofing.

Definition
Average service life or functional period in years, assuming regular maintenance.

Definition
Average service life or functional period in years, assuming regular maintenance.

Definition
The end of a building, as distinguished from the front or rear. The triangular end of an exterior wall from the level of the eaves to the ridge of a double-sloped roof. In house construction, the portion of the roof above the eave line of a double-sloped roof.

Definition
A roof that rises by inclined planes from all four sides of the building.
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  ASPHALT SHINGLES
 
INSPECTION OF THE ROOF DOES NOT CONSITUTE A WARRANTY!
 
 
SHINGLE ROOFS ARE NOT WATERPROOF
 
Asphalt shingle roofs are designed to protect the underlying home structure from moisture, but
as a system they are not waterproof, but water resistant. They are designed to work together
with flashing and an underlying water resistant membrane to prevent moisture intrusion.
 
ASPHALT SHINGLE WARANTIES
Two types of warranties are offered when new asphalt shingles are installed;
1. The manufacturer’s warranty, which covers the shingles themselves and varies among
manufacturers; and
2. The contractors warranty, which covers installation and workmanship.
 
When a home is sold, a roof warranty may fully transfer to the buyer, may transfer for a
shortened length of time, may transfer with limited coverage or may not transfer at all. Some
warranties require notification of sale of the home within a certain time period for the warranty
to remain in effect. You should ask the seller about how the sale of the home will affect any
warranty presently covering the roof and confirm any seller claims by reading the warranty.
Asphalt shingle warranties are a sales tool and lengths of warranties will not accurately reflect
the shingle roof expected long-term service life.
 
 FACTORS AFFECTING ASPHALT SHINGLE AGING
·        The following factors affect the lifespan of an asphalt composition shingle roof:
·        roofing material quality;
·        quality of maintenance;
·        proper installation;
·        number of layers;
·        structure orientation: South-facing roofs will have shorter lifespans;
·        degree of roof slope: Flatter roofs will have shorter lifespans;
·        climate and exposure: (wind, hail, snow &rain); Harsh climates shorten roof lifespans;
·        homesite location: Coastal climates promote corrosion of all metal exposed to weather;
·        temperature swings: climates with large daily temperature differentials will shorten roof
lifespans;
·        elevation: Homes at higher elevations are exposed to more ultra violet (UV) light, which  
shortens roof lifespan;
·        roof color: Darker roofs absorb more heat which may shorten roofing material lifespan;
·        roof structure ventilation: Poor ventilation shortens roof lifespans;
·        physical abrasion: Avoid walking on the roof as much as possible, especially on very hot or
very cold days when shingles may be especially soft or brittle.
 
 
We do not certify roofs as leak-proof!
 
 
A general Home Inspection does not include roof certification.  
 

1. General Condition
1.1. The Inspector observed no deficiencies in the condition of the asphalt
composition shingle roof-covering material.
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  FLASHING
 

1. General Condition
1.1. Flashing is a general term used to describe sheet metal fabricated into
shapes and used to protect areas of the roof from moisture intrusion.
Inspection typically includes inspection for condition and proper installation of
flashing in the following locations:
- roof penetrations such as vents, electrical masts, chimneys, mechanical
equipment, patio cover attachment points, and around skylights;
- junctions at which roofs meet walls;
- roof edges;
- areas at which roofs change slope;
- areas at which roof-covering materials change; and
- areas at which different roof planes meet (such as valleys).

1.2. The inspector observed no deficiencies in the condition of roof flashing.

Definition
A material (typically, metal) that is shaped or molded for the location and used at an angle in a roof or wall to prevent rainwater/moisture leakage into the structure.

Definition
A pipe or duct that permits the flow of air as an inlet or outlet; to create a vent or system of venting.

Definition
A structure on a roof that is designed to admit light and is slightly above the plane of the roof surface to allow it to shed rainwater.

Definition
The incline or pitch of a roof surface, drainage plane, etc.

Definition
The internal angle formed by the junction of two sloping sides of a roof.
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  GROUNDS
 
Inspectors shall inspect adjacent or entryway walkways, patios, and driveways; vegetation, grading,
surface drainage, and retaining walls that are likely to adversely affect the building.

1. Building Lot Description
1.1. The building site was relatively level and flat.
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2. Grading
2.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the exterior grading.
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  FOUNDATION
 
 
The foundation inspection portion of the General Home inspection describes the foundation, floor,
wall, ceiling and roof structures and the method used to inspect any accessible under floor
crawlspace areas. Inspectors inspect and probe the structural components of the home, including the
foundation and framing, where deterioration is suspected or where clear indications of possible
deterioration exist. Probing is not done when doing so will damage finished surfaces or when no
deterioration is visible or presumed to exist. Inspectors are not required to offer an opinion as to the
structural adequacy of any structural systems or components or provide architectural services or an
engineering or structural analysis of any kind. Despite all efforts, it is impossible for a home
inspection to provide any guaranty that the foundation, and the overall structure and structural
elements of the building is sound.
 
_
1. Foundation Configuration

1.1. The foundation was slab on grade. A slab on grade  foundation is  a
concrete slab resting on the ground.

2. Slab-on-grade
2.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the visible portions of the concrete slab-on-grade foundation.
Most of the slab was not directly visible due to floor coverings.

Definition
The supporting portion of a structure below the first floor construction, below grade or partially below grade, including the footings, upon which the structure or wall rests, and usually made of masonry, concrete and/or stone, but can be made of alternative building materials.

Definition
A type of construction in which footings are needed but little or no foundation wall is poured.

Definition
(1) An accepted level or standard, or a position in a scale of size, quality, etc., such as a grade of lumber. (2) The degree of inclination of a slope, road, or other surface. (3) The level at which the ground surface meets the foundation of a building.
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  EXTERIOR WALLS
 

1. Exterior Wall Construction
1.1. Exterior walls were built using concrete masonry units (CMU). Because
inspection must be performed during the original construction process, the
Inspector disclaims responsibility for confirming proper installation or
condition of the CMU exterior walls.

2. Exterior Wall Condition
2.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the exterior wall structures.

Definition
Stone, brick, concrete, hollow-tile, concrete block, gypsum block, and other similar building units and materials, or a combination of the same, bonded together with mortar to form a wall, pier, buttress or similar mass.

Definition
Concrete Masonry Unit
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 PLUMBING SYSTEM 

1. Main Water Shut-off

2. Water Pressure
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3. Exterior Faucets

4. Main Water Pipe

5. Water Supply Pipe Material
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6. Sewer Clean-outs

7. Rough Plumbing
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 EXTERIOR ELECTRICAL 

1. General Condition
1.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the electrical system.

2. Electric Meter Location
2.1. The electric meter was located at the left side of the home.

3. Electric Meter Condition
3.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the electric meter. Electric meters are installed by utility
companies to measure home electrical consumption.

4. Service Lateral
4.1. Conductors supplying electricity to the home were buried underground.

5. Service Grounding
5.1. The service was grounded to steel re-bar encased in the concrete of the
foundation for this purpose. This type of ground is called "Concrete-encased
Electrode. This type of grounding electrode has length and continuity
requirements which could not be confirmed at the time of the inspection due
to the fact that the grounding electrode was encased in concrete. Evaluation
of the effectiveness of the service ground would require the services of a
qualified electrical contractor using special instruments.

Definition
An assembly of various components which function as a whole.

Definition
Connected to earth or to some conducting body that serves in place of the earth.

Definition
A device that establishes an electrical connection to earth.
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  GARAGE
 

1. Garage Description
1.1. The home had a two-car attached garage.

2. Garage General Condition
2.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the garage.

3. Garage Floor
3.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of the garage floor.
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  ATTIC
 

1. Truss Roof Structure
1.1. The roof was framed using manufactured roof trusses. Manufactured
roof trusses are designed by a structural engineer and prefabricated in a
manufacturing facility under controlled conditions before being trucked to a
homesite. Truss designs and their installation specifications are specific to
individual home structures and confirming proper installation lies beyond the
scope of the general Home Inspection.
Roof trusses should never be cut or structurally altered in any way.
Using the truss interior attic area for storage may place improper structural
loads on parts of the trusses not designed to support those loads and should
be avoided.

2. Attic HVAC

3. Roof Sheathing Material
3.1. The roof was sheathed with engineered wood panels called oriented
strand board (OSB) approximately 7/16-inch  thick.

Definition
A frame or jointed structure designed to act as a beam of long span, while each member is usually subjected to length-wise stress only (either tension or compression).

Definition
A manufactured wood panel made of 1- to 2-inch wood chips and glue, often used as a substitute for plywood in exterior walls and roof sheathing. Also called chipboard, flakeboard and waferboard.

Definition
A manufactured wood panel made of 1- to 2-inch wood chips and glue, often used as a substitute for plywood in exterior walls and roof sheathing. Also called chipboard, flakeboard and waferboard.
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4. Roof Sheathing Condition
4.1. The Inspector observed no deficiencies in the condition of the roof
sheathing at the time of the inspection.

5. Plumbing

Definition
The boards or sheet material fastened to the roof rafters on which the shingles or other roof covering is laid.

Definition
The boards or sheet material fastened to the roof rafters on which the shingles or other roof covering is laid.
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  SERVICE PANEL
 

1. Service Panel General Condition
1.1. The Inspector observed no deficiencies at the electrical service panel at
the time of the inspection.
Inspection of the main service panel typically includes examination of the
following:
- Panel interior and exterior condition
- Panel amperage rating
- Main disconnect amperage rating and condition
- Main conductor amperage ratings
- Branch conductor types, amperage rating and condition
- Wiring visible materials, types, condition and connections
- Circuit breaker types, amperage ratings and condition
- Label information present
- Service and equipment grounding
- Bonding of service equipment

2. Service Panel Description
2.1. The electrical service conductors fed a load center service panel
containing a main disconnect and breakers that protected and controlled
power to branch circuits.

3. Service Panel Location
3.1. The electrical service panel was located in the garage.

4. Service Panel Manufacturer
4.1. The service panel brand was  Square D

Definition
The rate of flow of electricity through wire measured in terms of amperes.

Definition
A protective device that automatically opens an electrical circuit when it is overloaded.

Definition
The permanent joining of metallic parts to form an electrically conductive path that ensures electrical continuity, and the capacity to safely conduct any fault current likely to be imposed.

Definition
In electrical contracting, the supply conductors that extend from the street main or transformer to the service equipment.

Definition
The energy rate, usually measured in watts. Power equals voltage times amps, or W = E x 1. The heavier the flow of amps at a given supply, the higher the rate at which energy is being supplied and used.

Definition
Wiring that runs from a service panel or sub-panel to outlets; the circuit conductors between the final over-current device protecting the circuit and the receptacle(s)/outlet(s). Branch circuits are protected by fuses or breakers at the panel.
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  BRANCH WIRING
 

1. Branch Wiring
1.1. Home branch circuit wiring consists of wiring distributing electricity to
devices such as switches, receptacles, and appliances. Most conductors are
hidden behind floor, wall and ceiling coverings and cannot be evaluated by
the inspector. The Inspector does not remove cover plates and inspection of
branch wiring is limited to proper response to testing of switches and a
representative number of electrical receptacles.

1.2. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed no deficiencies in
the condition of of visible branch wiring.

1.3. The visible branch circuit wiring was modern solid, vinyl-insulated copper
wire.

Definition
An electrical outlet. A typical household has several 120-volt receptacles for plugging in lamps and appliances, and 240-volt receptacles for the range, clothes dryer, air conditioners, etc.
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  DRAIN, WASTE, and VENT PIPES
 

1. DWV Pipe Condition
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  CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONER
 
Inspection of the air-conditioning system typically includes visual examination of the following:
- compressor housing exterior and mounting condition;
- refrigerant line condition;
- proper disconnect (line of sight);
- proper operation (outside temperature permitting); and
- proper condensate discharge.
The system should be serviced at the beginning of every cooling season.
 
Inspection of evaporative coolers typically includes visual examination of the following:
- mounting method;
- appliance exterior;
- proper operation

1. Supply/Return Ducts
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 WINDOWS 

1. Window Type
1.1. The home had double-pane vinylwindows.

2. Window Condition
2.1. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed few deficiencies in
the interior condition and operation of windows of the home. Notable
exceptions will be listed in this report.

2.2. At the time of the inspection, the Inspector observed a window that was
missing. At this stage of construction this is generally not an issue.
Recommend installing window or some weather protection before installing
inside finishes, e.g. insulation, drywall and trim.

Missing/damaged window Missing window

Definition
Generally, any material that slows down or retards the flow or transfer of heat. Building insulation types are classified according to form as loose-fill, flexible, rigid, reflective, and foamed-in-place. All types are rated according to their ability to resist heat flow, known as R-value. In electrical contracting, rubber, thermoplastic, or asbestos wire covering. The thickness of insulation varies with wire size and type of material, application or other code limitations.

Definition
A gypsum-board material used for interior walls and ceilings.

Definition
(1) Interior trim: The finish materials inside a building, such as moldings applied around openings (window trim, door trim), and at the floors and ceilings of rooms (baseboard, cornice, and other moldings). Also, the physical work of installing interior doors and interior woodwork, to include all handrails, guardrails, stairway balustrades, mantles, light boxes, baseboards, door casings, cabinets, countertops, shelves, windowsills, aprons, etc. (2) Plumbing/Heating/Electrical trim: The work that the mechanical contractors perform to finish their work when the home is nearing completion and occupancy. (3) Exterior trim: The finish materials on the exterior of a building, such as moldings applied around openings (window trim, exterior door trim), siding, attic vents, crawlspace vents, shutters, etc. Also, the physical work of installing these materials.
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 FRAMING 

1. General Condition
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Glossary
Glossary

Term Definition
Amperage The rate of flow of electricity through wire measured in terms of

amperes.
Asphalt A dark brown to black, highly viscous hydrocarbon produced

from the residue left after the distillation of petroleum. Asphalt is
used on roofs and highways as a waterproofing agent.

Asphalt shingles The traditional organic mat-based shingles are made from a
recycled layer of felt paper, asphalt-saturated for waterproofing,
and coated with adhesive asphalt into which the ceramic
granules are embedded. With 40 percent more asphalt than their
fiberglass counterparts,
the traditional organic mat-based shingles are heavier, thicker
and more costly. While organic shingles are considered more
rugged and more flexible, they are also more absorbent and can
warp over time. The additional asphalt content also makes them
less environmentally friendly.

Bonding The permanent joining of metallic parts to form an electrically
conductive path that ensures electrical continuity, and the
capacity to safely conduct any fault current likely to be imposed.

Branch circuit Wiring that runs from a service panel or sub-panel to outlets; the
circuit conductors between the final over-current device
protecting the circuit and the receptacle(s)/outlet(s). Branch
circuits are protected by fuses or breakers at the panel.

CMU Concrete Masonry Unit
Circuit breaker A protective device that automatically opens an electrical circuit

when it is overloaded.
Drywall A gypsum-board material used for interior walls and ceilings.
Fiberglass mat An asphalt roofing base material manufactured from glass fibers.
Fiberglass shingles Are made of a woven fiberglass base mat, covered with a

waterproof asphalt coating, and topped with ceramic granules
that shield the product from harmful UV rays. Because of the
composition of the fiberglass mat, less asphalt is needed to give
the shingles their durability and strength. The result is a lighter
weight and thinner roofing material. Fiberglass shingles also
have a higher fire rating than organic varieties and generally
carry a longer warranty.
Fiberglass shingles were developed in the 1980s, but have
quickly become the roofing material of choice for most
homeowners and contractors today.

Flashing A material (typically, metal) that is shaped or molded for the
location and used at an angle in a roof or wall to prevent
rainwater/moisture leakage into the structure.

Foundation The supporting portion of a structure below the first floor
construction, below grade or partially below grade, including the
footings, upon which the structure or wall rests, and usually
made of masonry, concrete and/or stone, but can be made of
alternative building materials.
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Gable The end of a building, as distinguished from the front or rear. The
triangular end of an exterior wall from the level of the eaves to
the ridge of a double-sloped roof. In house construction, the
portion of the roof above the eave line of a double-sloped roof.

Grade (1) An accepted level or standard, or a position in a scale of size,
quality, etc., such as a grade of lumber. (2) The degree of
inclination of a slope, road, or other surface. (3) The level at
which the ground surface meets the foundation of a building.

Granules Mineral particles of a graded size that are embedded in the
asphalt coating of shingles and roofing.

Grounded Connected to earth or to some conducting body that serves in
place of the earth.

Grounding electrode A device that establishes an electrical connection to earth.
Hip roof A roof that rises by inclined planes from all four sides of the

building.
Insulation Generally, any material that slows down or retards the flow or

transfer of heat. Building insulation types are classified according
to form as loose-fill, flexible, rigid, reflective, and foamed-in-
place. All types are rated according to their ability to resist heat
flow, known as R-value. In electrical contracting, rubber,
thermoplastic, or asbestos wire covering. The thickness of
insulation varies with wire size and type of material, application
or other code limitations.

Laminated shingles Shingles that have added dimensionality because of extra layers
or tabs, giving them a shake-like appearance. Also called
architectural shingles and three-dimensional shingles.

Life expectancy Average service life or functional period in years, assuming
regular maintenance.

Masonry Stone, brick, concrete, hollow-tile, concrete block, gypsum block,
and other similar building units and materials, or a combination of
the same, bonded together with mortar to form a wall, pier,
buttress or similar mass.

Oriented strand board (OSB) A manufactured wood panel made of 1- to 2-inch wood chips and
glue, often used as a substitute for plywood in exterior walls and
roof sheathing. Also called chipboard, flakeboard and
waferboard.

Power The energy rate, usually measured in watts. Power equals
voltage times amps, or W = E x 1. The heavier the flow of amps
at a given supply, the higher the rate at which energy is being
supplied and used.

Receptacle An electrical outlet. A typical household has several 120-volt
receptacles for plugging in lamps and appliances, and 240-volt
receptacles for the range, clothes dryer, air conditioners, etc.

Roof sheathing The boards or sheet material fastened to the roof rafters on
which the shingles or other roof covering is laid.

Service conductor In electrical contracting, the supply conductors that extend from
the street main or transformer to the service equipment.

Shingles A roof covering made of asphalt, wood, tile, slate, or other
material cut to stock lengths, widths and thicknesses, and laid
and attached in a series of overlapping rows as a roof covering
on pitched roofs.
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Skylight A structure on a roof that is designed to admit light and is slightly
above the plane of the roof surface to allow it to shed rainwater.

Slab on grade A type of construction in which footings are needed but little or no
foundation wall is poured.

Slope The incline or pitch of a roof surface, drainage plane, etc.
System An assembly of various components which function as a whole.
Trim (1) Interior trim: The finish materials inside a building, such as

moldings applied around openings (window trim, door trim), and
at the floors and ceilings of rooms (baseboard, cornice, and other
moldings). Also, the physical work of installing interior doors and
interior woodwork, to include all handrails, guardrails, stairway
balustrades, mantles, light boxes, baseboards, door casings,
cabinets, countertops, shelves, windowsills, aprons, etc. (2)
Plumbing/Heating/Electrical trim: The work that the mechanical
contractors perform to finish their work when the home is nearing
completion and occupancy. (3) Exterior trim: The finish materials
on the exterior of a building, such as moldings applied around
openings (window trim, exterior door trim), siding, attic vents,
crawlspace vents, shutters, etc. Also, the physical work of
installing these materials.

Truss A frame or jointed structure designed to act as a beam of long
span, while each member is usually subjected to length-wise
stress only (either tension or compression).

Valley The internal angle formed by the junction of two sloping sides of
a roof.

Vent A pipe or duct that permits the flow of air as an inlet or outlet; to
create a vent or system of venting.
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